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Abstract

Motivation: Genome-scale metabolic reconstructions have been assembled for thousands of organisms using a wide range of tools. However, metabolite annotations, required to compare and link metabolites between reconstructions, remain incomplete. Here, we aim to further extend metabolite annotation coverage using various databases and chemoinformatic approaches.

Results: We developed a COBRA toolbox extension, deemed MetaboAnnotator, which facilitates the comprehensive annotation of metabolites with database independent and dependent identifiers, obtains molecular structure files, and calculates metabolite formula and charge at pH 7.2. The resulting metabolite annotations allow for subsequent cross-mapping between reconstructions and mapping of, e.g., metabolomic data.

Availability and implementation: MetaboAnnotator and tutorials are freely available at https://github.com/opencobra.

Contact: ines.thiele@universityofgalway.ie

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, the systems biology community has observed a paradigm shift, moving from annotating metabolic reconstruction content with only one database-dependent identifier (as one could theoretically retrieve all other ones from the one collected) per metabolite entry to as many identifiers (IDs) as possible. Furthermore, many genome-scale metabolic reconstructions have a significant number of entries without any IDs. At the same time, available tools, e.g., MEMOTE (Lieven et al., 2020), evaluate the presence of IDs in a reconstruction but do not provide provisions to fill missing IDs automatically.

To date, numerous manual and (semi-)automated approaches have been suggested (Haraldsdottir et al., 2014) (Supplementary Table S1); however, their ease of use remains limited. Furthermore, the identifiers collected by these tools remain limited in the extent of databases they capture, mostly focusing on KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2018), ChemBl (Hastings et al., 2013), HMDB (Wishart et al., 2018), and PubChem (Kim et al., 2019). In contrast, to extend the interoperability of metabolic reconstructions, a broader range of database-dependent IDs is desirable. Additionally, many of the available tools do not collect and standardize molecular structure files, required for, e.g., atom mapping. MetaboAnnotator overcomes these challenges.

2 Features

Here, we present MetaboAnnotator, a pipeline for semi-automatic annotation with metabolite identifiers, which is fully compatible with the COBRA toolbox (Heirendt et al., 2019), and implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.). MetaboAnnotator requires, minimally, a metabolite name, from which it tries to retrieve further database dependent and independent IDs (Fig. 1). It performs searches based on full name matches as well as frequently used synonyms. Ideally, at least one identifier, e.g., InChI String, is provided to increase the confidence in mapping and ensure that more IDs are found. Up to 72 IDs are retrieved from various resources, e.g., BridgeDB (van Iersel et al., 2010), using different search terms (e.g., names, provided IDs) (Supplementary Table S2). Additionally, a molecular structure file is retrieved, which is then used to determine the charged metabolite formula and charge (at pH 7.2) using ChemAxon (http://www.chemaxon.com). Importantly, all retrieved information is captured in a metabolite-centred metabolite structure, listing for each metabolite the retrieved IDs (or their absence) as well as the source providing each ID. The latter is valuable for tracing the provenance of metabolite annotations as well as the propagation of IDs.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the semi-annotation procedure implemented in MetaboAnnotator

2.1 Input data and timing

Three types of input scenarios are envisaged:

1. A metabolic reconstruction (`model2MetStructure.m`) that is loaded and its metabolites are converted into a metabolite structure. The metabolite abbreviations will be used as field names for the metabolite structure. If metabolite IDs are provided, they will be used to pre-populate the metabolite structure. For each metabolite, the pipeline will be run (Fig. 1).

2. A spreadsheet with metabolites (`list2MetaboliteStructure.m`) is loaded. If abbreviations are provided for the metabolites (in a column named `VMHF`), these abbreviations are used. Otherwise, new metabolite abbreviations are generated, using the rules defined in Thiele and Palsson (2010) and used as fields in the metabolite structure. The implementation ensures that there are no duplicate abbreviations with the rBioNet (Heinken et al., 2021) and the VMH (Noronha et al., 2019) databases. If IDs are provided, they will be used to populate the metabolite structure.

3. A cell array with metabolites (`list2MetaboliteStructure.m`). Again, metabolite abbreviations will be generated if absent from the cell array. Any provided metabolite IDs will be used to populate the metabolite structure. For each annotated metabolite, the annotation source, type (e.g., automatic), and date will be provided for tractability. Note that any annotations are suggestions, which may require manual curation.

3 Implementation

MetaboAnnotator is written in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.) and is freely available at the COBRA Toolbox GitHub https://github.com/opencobra/cobratoolbox (Heirendt et al., 2019). Comprehensive tutorials in form of a MATLAB live script are provided at https://github.com/opencobra/COBRA.tutorials. MetaboAnnotator relies on openBabel (O’Boyle et al., 2011), and if desired, ChemAxon (ChemAxon), for which a free academic license can be obtained.

4 Discussion

MetaboAnnotator comprehensively collects database independent and dependent IDs and thereby, allows to connect the metabolic reconstructions to novel application areas. While MetaboAnnotator largely depends on available resources for finding metabolite IDs, the combination of the various resources results in a comprehensive coverage of metabolite IDs for a genome-scale metabolic reconstruction. By systematically collecting and standardizing molecular structure files, MetaboAnnotator enables the use of chemoinformatic tools in conjunction with metabolic reconstructions. At the same time, any input metabolite is also mapped or translated to the nomenclature of the virtual metabolic human (VMH) (Noronha et al., 2019), thus, providing information whether a metabolite is present in the human metabolic reconstruction (Brunk et al., 2018; Thiele et al., 2020) or in gut microbial reconstructions (Heinken et al., 2020). Disease-relevant resources, such as https://clinicaltrials.gov, are also mapped, allowing to further broaden the application of genome-scale metabolic reconstructions to biomedical applications. Finally, by enabling to annotate metabolites from scratch (input types 2 and 3), metabolites identified in metabolic studies can be annotated and mapped onto the VMH database.
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